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A charitable wakf institution providing
quality healthcare at affordable prices

Dear Patrons and Well Wishers,
We trust each one of you are doing good and keeping safe in these difficult times.
We hope you enjoyed reading Issue 2 which focused on many significant initiatives and
updates.
In this issue, we bring to you the 7 Years report of Dialysis Centre and an upcoming
Dialysis Awareness Drive.
Read further to know more about this and other heartening news that has kept us on our
toes over the last two months!

HBS Dialysis Centre completes 7 years!
report and know more on how you can support our patients in a
sustained manner.

Kind Friends For Kidneys Awareness Campaign on Dialysis and Its impact
HBS Hospital in collaboration with The United Foundation has
launched an awareness campaign on the condition of Dialysis
and the impact it has on
patients. The campaign is
aimed at various sections of
the society like schools,
colleges, corporates, etc.
Dialysis is one of the core
services of the hospital and
the patients who come there
are from the poorer sections
of society. Tremendous
support is provided to them
thanks to the generous
donors and well wishers.
However there is a constant
need to look at a larger
support from the public on an ongoing basis.
Our humble attempt through this campaign is to help foster a
sense of empathy and kindness towards these patients and their
families.
An informative webinar is part of the campaign where experts
talk about what dialysis, its impact and prevention.
For more details on the campaign and on how you can engage
your school / college / organisation with us, kindly write to
dialysis@hbshopsital.com with the subject titled ‘Kind Friends
For Kidneys Campaign’ or call Misbah @ +91 9845578806.

We are delighted to share with you that the HBS Dialysis
Center has completed more than 7 years! The center has been
providing relentless support and compassion to the deserving
patients. We are one of the largest dialysis centres in Bengaluru,
catering to almost 240
patients and performing up to
2800 dialysis each month! By
the blessings and grace of the
Almighty, we have completed
1.9 lakh dialysis procedures in
7 years, out of which 50%
have been completely free to
the patient.
The support and generosity
of a strong community of
well-wishers who have always
stood by us has played a huge
role in helping us reduce the
financial burdens on our patients. Your contributions have
enabled us to buy the best of the equipment, provide
subsidised treatments and support to the patients. We are
immensely grateful to have you as a part of our circle of
supporters who believe in being truly subservient to our creator
through compassion and spending of wealth and resources for
the poor and needy.
We look forward to a continuous relation of love and trust in
lending the hand to the poor. Please visit the new Dialysis page
on www.hbshospital.com/dialysis.php, to view the 7 year
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Know our Staff

Sheik Imran

Pharmacy Manager
Imran hails from Mumbai but at the age of 10 when his father passed away, his entire family shifted to
Mysore. ‘I don’t remember much about my father, but my mother has been a source of inspiration for me
and my two sisters. She has taught us the value of working hard and striving to achieve something both
in this life and in the Hereafter.” he recalls with affection.
After a meeting with Dr. Taha Mateen, Imran started working at Bi Bi Ayesha Hospital and later in 2016,
he joined HBS hospital and took charge of the Pharmacy.
“Each day at HBS is like a fresh new page with its own set of goals and challenges where we give our best to achieve them.” remarks Imran,
who starts his work each morning, with a meticulous stock-taking drive with his team at the Pharmacy.
Being part of the senior team, Imran often looks into other operational aspects such as equipment maintenance, ambulance services, etc.
“The best thing about working at HBS is the team spirit at every level. Every member of the staff are committed to working towards the larger
cause. We feel considered and valued and that gives us energy and enthusiasm!”
Talking about the Covid days at the hospital, Imran shares how it was a life changing experience and gave him a new perspective to life. “I saw
people dying in autos due to Covid. It just made me realise how vulnerable we are as humans.”
A father of 3 little girls, Imran is a huge fan of Nusrat Fathe Ali Khan, whose music is extremely refreshing and soothing for his mind and soul!

“
They Are Just Like Us!

This section throws light on the many challenges, patients coming in for dialysis face, as they are from adverse backgrounds with little to no financial
or family support. They are like any of us, but gripped with a debilitating condition which they refuse to be threatened by!

Rubina, 38 years

Andrew, 35 years

Her support system is her only daughter, doing her graduation in
commerce through various scholarships. “My mother is much better now,
she was too sick to even move, my father gave up on his job because my
mom constantly needed help to even move around. We did not have any
source of income. The daily food we ate came from people who gave us as
charity.”

“Our lives were in misery as having to bear the medical cost for dialysis was
extremely difficult for us. We cut down on our meals to make sure the
treatment continues. But HBS gave me peace. I don’t look at HBS as an
hospital but as a second home. The staff here are extremely comforting and
caring and Dr. Zafar is an angel !

Andrew is on dialysis since 7 years. He comes to the hospital 3 times a week
accompanied by his mother. His two brothers - an auto driver and a mason
barely manage to make their ends to meet.

Rubina is homeless and stays at one of known Dargahs in Bangalore. She
has been coming to HBS for the last 3 years.

We are now able to have our 3 meals without worrying, thanks to HBS.” Her
gratitude filled words leaves us teary eyed…

Immensely grateful for the care and attention received by the staff, Nazia
adds “For us HBS is Dr.Zafar. Whatever he has done for us we can never
repay it. Our prayers are incomplete without him being mentioned. From
ration, medicine to blankets everything was provided to us free of cost.
HBS is a hospital which really is for public help”

There are numerous patients like Andrew and Rubina who have to brave this ordeal week on week. month on month.
With no steady source of income, their constant worry is to be able to afford their next dialysis sitting!
Your kindness, you contributions will go a long way in keeping their smiles on, and hopes afloat.
Kindly click here to support these patients in your own little ways - www.hbshospital.com/dialysis.php

HBS in Numbers
(November - December 2020)

For donations made in INR

Support Us

Outpatients treated:

3351

For donations from abroad (in foreign currency)

Inpatients treated:

Transfer funds directly from your bank account abroad to the HBS FCRA
bank account
(Please get in touch with us using the contact details below, and we will
share the bank account details with you)
Note: Kindly inform Mr. Shabbir Ahmed, Accounts Manager at +91 98805 81343 or email to

295

Surgeries & Deliveries:

53

accounts@hbshospital.com, with your queries or donation details - so that funds can be
tracked, and receipts made.

Dialysis procedures:

5510

Transfer funds securely through Bank Accounts, Credit/ Debit Cards, UPI,
Wallets by clicking the "Donate Now" button in the link
http://hbshospital.com/support-us.php
OR Transfer funds directly from your bank account to HBS account
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@hbshospitalblr

No. 58, Cockburn Road,
Shivaji Nagar, Bengaluru, 560051

